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ABSTRACT: Raman spectroscopy of network solids such as
zeolites is critical for shedding light on collective vibrations of
medium-range structures such as rings that exist in crystals and that
form during crystallization processes. Despite this importance,
assignments of Raman spectra are not completely understood,
though it is often assumed that Raman bands can be assigned to
individual rings. We report a systematic zeolite synthesis,
spectroscopy, and periodic DFT study of several all-silica zeolites
to test this assumption and to determine the fundamental structural
motifs that explain Raman spectral features. We have discovered
from normal-mode analysis that Raman bands can be assigned to
tricyclic bridgesthree zeolite rings that share a common Si−O−
Si bridge. Furthermore, we have found that the vibrational
frequency of a given Raman band can be correlated to the smallest ring of its tricyclic bridge and not to the ring that is
actually vibrating. Finally, we have discovered a precise anticorrelation between Raman frequency and Si−O−Si angle. These
discoveries open new ways to investigate structures of network materials made of corner-sharing tetrahedra and to study
crystallization from amorphous gels where structural information is limited.

1. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the formation mechanisms of nanoporous
catalysts such as zeolites,1 which can open the door to
tailoring materials for advanced applications in catalysis and
separations,2,3 has remained a tantalizing challenge.4,5 Discov-
ering how zeolites form is complicated by the fact that zeolite
precursor structures fall into a nanoscale blind spottoo large
for atomic-level and functional group structural analyses by
methods like IR and NMR and too disordered for X-ray
diffractionnecessitating characterization methods sensitive
to medium-range structures such as rings and larger building
units.6,7 Raman spectroscopy8 has emerged as a powerful tool
for probing medium-range structures in a variety of materials
including disordered silica,9 zeolites,10 MOFs,11 and zeolite
precursor solutions.12−14 However, despite significant research
into the Raman spectra of zeolites,15−21 the detailed assign-
ments of such Raman spectra are not completely understood,
though it is often assumed that Raman bands can be assigned
to individual ring structures.22 For example, Suzuki et al.
collected Raman spectra of amorphous gels leading to zeolites
VPI-7, sodalite, and ferrierite23 and concluded that these
amorphous gels contain high concentrations of 3-membered
rings (3MR), 4MR, and 5MR, respectively, which correspond
to rings found in the respective zeolite frameworks. This
intriguing result raises a fundamental question: can Raman

features really be assigned to individual rings or should they be
associated with other, possibly larger building units? We
answer this question rigorously through an integrated syn-
thesis, spectroscopy, and periodic DFT modeling study.
The zeolites CHA and LTA [Figure 1a,b] present a

fascinating test case, both comprising 4MR, 6MR, and 8MR,
though in different arrangements. If assigning Raman features
to individual rings were valid, then these zeolites would present
essentially identical Raman spectra. Interestingly, previously
reported Raman spectra for CHA24 and LTA10 differ
substantially in the key 200−700 cm−1 range associated with
framework vibrations, with CHA exhibiting a doublet around
475 cm−1 assigned to 4MR vibrations,24 and LTA showing a
singlet around 505 cm−1 assigned to the so-called νs(T-O-T)
mode, the symmetric stretch of T-O-T bridges (T =
tetrahedral atom = Si or Al).10 The simple assignment of
Raman features to single ring structures cannot explain this
discrepancy. Unfortunately, extracting chemical insights from
these Raman spectra is greatly complicated by the fact that
these zeolites have different chemical compositions (i.e., Si/Al
ratios). Advancing our understanding of nanopore framework
vibrations requires a synthesis and Raman spectroscopy study
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on a range of well-defined zeolite frameworks that differ from
one another in known, systematic ways, complemented by
predictive theory for rigorous assignment of the key Raman
features.25 We report such a study herein, finding that Raman
spectra of zeolites can be understood in terms of rings
embedded in “tricyclic bridges” as described below.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows: in

section 2 we outline the key synthesis, characterization, Raman
spectroscopy, and computational DFT methods used in this
study with remaining details offered in the Supporting
Information; in section 3 we describe the experimental and
computational results, and introduce the notion of tricyclic
bridges to explain trends in Raman spectra; and in section 4 we
offer a summary and concluding remarks.

2. METHODS
2.1. Zeolites Studied. For systematic study of the effects of ring

structures on Raman spectra of zeolites, we selected zeolite
frameworks based on the following criteria: (i) synthesizable as all-
silica materials to remove ambiguities regarding distributions of
framework heteroatoms such as Al, and mobile charge-compensating
species such as Na; (ii) involving unit cells that are sufficiently small
to allow accurate periodic DFT calculations of lattice energy,
framework structure, normal modes, and Raman intensities; and
(iii) containing 4MRs in various arrangements26 to allow direct
comparisons of Raman features. Figure 1 shows the nine zeolite
frameworks studied herein, ranging from the very simple SOD zeolite
structure with only 4MR and 6MR to the relatively complicated ITH
material with 4MR, 5MR, 6MR, 9MR, and 10MR (see Table S1 for
more structural information on these zeolites). We computed DFT-
based Raman spectra for each of these nine structures; synthesized all-

silica SOD, AST, LTA, CHA, ITW, and ITH zeolites; and measured
their Raman spectra to compare with calculations.

2.2. Experimental Methods. Zeolite syntheses were based on
previously reported methods (see details in the Supporting
Information (SI), section S2.1). All-silica CHA27 was crystallized
using a commercial organic structure-directing agent (OSDA), while
the all-silica zeolites AST,28 ITH,29 ITW,30 and LTA31 were
crystallized by fluoride-mediated methods after four specialty
OSDAs were synthesized and confirmed by NMR (peak positions
reported in SI, section S2.1). All-silica SOD32 was synthesized by a
phase-transformation pathway starting from silicates with double
4MR. All zeolite syntheses were confirmed by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) as detailed in SI, sectoion S2.2, by comparing with literature
XRD data (shown in SI, Figure S1). Raman spectra were collected on
calcined zeolite samples using an XploRa Raman microscope with a
785 nm laser line.

2.3. Computational Methods. Initial structural data for
modeling all-silica zeolites ACO, AST, CHA, DOH, GME, LTA,
ITH, ITW, and SOD were downloaded from the IZA Web site.26 All
calculations were based on periodic density functional theory (DFT)
with plane wave basis sets using the Vienna Ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).33 We used projector augmented wave pseudopo-
tentials34,35 and the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-
correlation functional for structural optimization, normal-mode
analysis, and Raman intensity calculations36 (details are given in the
SI, section S3). Normal mode vibrations were visualized and analyzed
using the program VESTA,37 focusing on symmetric stretch [νs(T-O-
T)] modes of Si−O−Si bridges following the previous work of Dutta
et al.10

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Comparisons between Experimental and Com-

puted Raman Spectra. The measured (blue) and predicted

Figure 1. Structures of (a) CHA, (b) LTA, (c) ACO, (d) GME, (e) AST, (f) SOD, (g) DOH, (h) ITH, and (i) ITW. Linkages shown in red
provide examples of tricyclic bridges.
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(red) Raman spectra of LTA and CHA zeolites are shown in
Figure 2, panels a (LTA) and b (CHA). The main feature in
the experimental LTA spectrum at 506 cm−1 corresponds with
the band observed at 489 cm−1 by Dutta and Del Barco for Na-
A;10 the slight blue shift is expected when replacing Si−O−Al
bonds in Na-A with the slightly stiffer Si−O−Si bonds in Si-
LTA. The doublet observed for Si-CHA in Figure 2b at about
475 cm−1 is characteristic of the CHA structure, as reported in
previous work.24

Very good agreement between experimental (blue) and
computed (red) Raman spectra is clearly visible for both LTA
and CHA materials. In particular, Figure 2a,b shows that
theory accurately reproduces most patterns in Raman band
intensities. The main difference is the missing doublet in the
computed CHA spectrum (Figure 2b). There are actually two
Raman-active modes predicted by theory for CHA at ∼448
cm−1, but the splitting between these modes is underestimated
by normal-mode analysis. Overall the computed frequencies
appear to be red-shifted from experiment by about 20−25
cm−1. This red-shift was observed in all of the six zeolites
(SOD, AST, LTA, CHA, ITW, and ITH; Raman spectra
shown in Figure S3) where direct comparisons are possible, as
summarized by the parity plot in Figure 3. A best-fit line

through these data gives a slope of 1.02, intercept of 19.6 cm−1,
and R2 = 0.96, indicating a regular pattern of systematic error.
Such a red-shift is expected from the PBE density functional,
which is known38,39 to slightly overestimate lattice parameters
by about 1% (see the SI, Table S2 for DFT optimized lattice
parameters), and hence to slightly underestimate vibrational
frequencies. The high degree of agreement between the
experimental and simulated Raman spectra allows the
assignment of Raman bands to particular vibrational modes
in the silica zeolite structures, which can help pinpoint the role
of rings in Raman spectra of zeolites.
If the Raman spectra were essentially identical for Si-LTA

and Si-CHAtwo zeolites with the same collection of rings
(4MR, 6MR, and 8MR)it would be justified to assign the
bands to individual ring modes. However, while the spectra in
Figure 2a,b are similar, they are sufficiently different to
necessitate more rigorous assignments that go beyond
associating bands to individual 4MR, 6MR, and 8MR.
Furthermore, we note that, while Si-SOD contains two
different rings (4MR and 6MR), its Raman spectrum exhibits
only a single band in the 200−600 cm−1 range (Figure S3d),
suggesting that a more rigorous assignment is required to
determine how 4MR and 6MR conspire in SOD to produce
the single band. The previous assignments of the CHA doublet
to 4MR vibrations24 and the LTA singlet to T-O-T bridges10

were made by comparative and inductive reasoning;15,16 here
we report assignments based on normal-mode analysis by
periodic DFT calculations.

3.2. Normal Mode Analysis for LTA. Figure 4 shows the
results of normal-mode analysis for Si-LTA. Images of the
normal mode eigenvectors for the main LTA feature at 476
cm−1 and the smaller band at 318 cm−1 are shown in Figure 4a;
these reveal ring breathing via oxygen motion in Si−O−Si
bridges with surprising patterns. For example, the normal
mode for 318 cm−1 appears to be an 8MR breathing mode
because the normal-mode vectors show displacements in the
plane of the 8MR. This would be a surprising and controversial
assignment because Raman bands in this frequency range
(300−350 cm−1) are typically associated with 6MR vibrations
(cf., the CHA band at 335 cm−1 assigned to the double-
6MR).24 However, on closer inspection, we see in Figure 4a
that only the Si−O−Si bridges that also make up 6MR

Figure 2. Comparison between experimental and simulated Raman spectra of (a) Si-LTA and (b) Si-CHA.

Figure 3. Parity plot comparing experimental and simulated Raman
band locations, indicating that theory consistently red-shifts by 20−25
cm−1.
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participate in this normal mode. As a second example, the
normal mode for 476 cm−1 appears to be a mixture of 8MR
and 6MR breathing modes (Figure 4a). This would constitute
another surprising assignment because Raman bands in this
frequency range (450−500 cm−1) are often associated with
4MR motions.10,24 Then again, on closer inspection, we see
that only the Si−O−Si bridges which also make up 4MR
contribute to LTA vibration at 476 cm−1. These findings
necessitate a new way to understand zeolite structures that
takes into account both a given ring structure and its
immediate environment.
3.3. Interpretations Using Tricyclic Bridges. The major

new insight in this article involves understanding zeolite
structure and vibrations in terms of so-called “tricyclic bridges.”
These are defined as three zeolite rings that share a common
Si−O−Si bridge, such as those shown in Figure 4a and
highlighted in Figure 4b. Tricyclic bridges are general

structural elements of all materials built from corner-sharing
tetrahedra, because each bridge (TXT′ where T,T′
= tetrahedral atoms, X = bridge atom) connects to three rings
in the network (Figure 4b). Because each tricyclic bridge
contains a given ring and its nearby environment, this new
notion can help explain the Raman assignments discussed
above. In particular, the 8MR breathing mode in Figure 4a at
318 cm−1, a frequency typically associated with 6MR
vibrations, is assigned to a tricyclic bridge containing the
8MR and two 6MR. This observation suggests the following
general principle: the vibrational frequency of a given Raman
band can be correlated to the smallest ring of its tricyclic
bridge and not to the ring that is actually vibrating.
We now test this principle on the mixed 6MR/8MR

breathing mode in Figure 4a at 476 cm−1 − a frequency often
associated with 4MR vibrations. This normal mode involves
two tricyclic bridges: the first is a 6MR with two 4MR; the
second is an 8MR with two 4MR. As such, both tricyclic
bridges have 4MR as the smallest ring, which comports with a
Raman band at 476 cm−1. Because of the apparent primary
importance of the smallest ring in a tricyclic bridge, we name
tricyclic bridges in increasing order of ring size. Thus, the
normal mode for LTA at 318 cm−1 is assigned to a 6−6−8
tricyclic bridge, whereas LTA motion at 476 cm−1 is assigned
to a mixture of 4−4−6 and 4−4−8 tricyclic bridges. We note
that for the LTA structure, the 4−4−6 and 4−4−8 vibrations
combine to yield a collective vibration of the double-4MR;
below we discuss the generality of this finding. An analysis of
the Si−O−Si angle distribution in Si-LTA reveals three distinct
angles (Table S1), each corresponding to one of these tricyclic
bridges. As such, these three tricyclic bridges account for the
distinct structural building blocks of LTA as shown in Figure
4b, as well as the main features of its Raman spectrum.
We have assigned the main features of the Raman spectra in

the ring-breathing region for all nine zeolites studied herein,
using periodic DFT and normal-mode analysis along with the
concept of tricyclic bridges, as described above for LTA. The
tricyclic bridge assignments for all main bands are given in
Table 1 (see Figure S4 for all relevant tricyclic bridges), along
with the corresponding DFT-computed frequencies and Si−
O−Si angles from DFT-optimized structures. The conundrum
mentioned above for understanding the single Raman band of
SOD is resolved by the fact that, although SOD contains 4MR
and 6MR, it contains only one unique tricyclic bridgethe 4−
6−6 as shown in Table 1. In all cases, the main band is in the
400−500 cm−1 region (see Figure 5), consistent with the fact
that each main band is assigned to one or more tricyclic
bridges with the 4MR as its smallest ring. In most cases, this
main band is assigned to a mix of two or more tricyclic bridges,
suggesting that the concept of assigning Raman bands to
individual rings is overly simplistic.

Figure 4. (a) Normal mode eigenvectors computed for LTA
vibrations at 318 and 476 cm−1; (b) LTA structure showing three
different tricyclic bridges (4−4−6 in blue, 4−4−8 in red, and 6−6−8
in green).

Table 1. Assignments of Main Raman Bands to Tricyclic Bridges and Their Corresponding Si−O−Si Angles

zeolite ITH ACO LTA ITW AST CHA GME SOD DOH

computed band (cm−1) 487 477 476 468 465 448 446 417 408
tricyclic bridge assignment(s) 4−5−5 4−4−8 4−4−6 4−4−5 4−4−6 4−4−6 4−4−6 4−6−6 4−5−5

4−5−6 4−4−8 4−4−6 4−4−8 4−4−8
4−4−8

Si−O−Si anglea 138.5 146.7 147.9 144.5 148.3 148.6 150.1 158.9 162.0

aFor assignments to several tricyclic bridges, reported Si−O−Si angle is averaged over relevant DFT-optimized angles.
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It is interesting to connect tricyclic bridges with zeolite
collective building units (CBUs) such as the double-4MR, a
cubic topology. Five out of the nine zeolites modeled in our
work contain the double-4MR; these five zeolites are ITH,
ACO, LTA, ITW, and AST, the first five listed in Table 1. In
four of these five zeolites (all but ITH), the major Raman band
in the 450−500 cm−1 range can be thought of as a collective
vibration of the corresponding double-4MR, as indicated in
Table 1 by the assignments to 4−4−x tricyclic bridges. In the
case of zeolite ACO, its double-4MR vibration arises from the
motion of only a single type of 4−4−x tricyclic bridge, namely,
the 4−4−8 as shown in Table 1. The same is true for zeolite
AST and its 4−4−6 bridge. However, zeolites LTA and ITW
require several different tricyclic bridges to combine to yield
the double-4MR vibration. In general, when a zeolite contains
a double-4MR, it also contains 4−4−x tricyclic bridges.
However, we caution that that converse of that statement is
not true, as evidenced by zeolites CHA and GME in Table 1,
both of which contain 4−4−x tricyclic bridges, but neither
contains the double-4MR. As such, assigning Raman bands to
CBUs in zeolites remains a complex work in progress, while

assigning Raman bands to tricyclic bridges emerges naturally
from normal-mode analysis.

3.4. Raman Frequency and Si−O−Si Angle. A simple
trend arises when we consider the correlation of Raman
frequency and Si−O−Si angle, as seen in Table 1. The
possibility of such a dependence in the vibrational density of
states was first theorized in 1977 for tetrahedral glasses such as
silica,40,41 and then later observed empirically by Dutta et al.16

in their investigation of Raman spectra for zeolites with a
relatively narrow range of angles. Our results put this
relationship on a firm ab initio foundation and extend this to
a much broader range of angles and framework structures. For
Raman features that mix several tricyclic bridges (such as LTA
476 cm−1, mixing 4−4−6 and 4−4−8), Table 1 shows the
average Si−O−Si angle (see Table S3 for details on all angles).
In almost all cases of tricyclic-bridge mixing, the participating
Si−O−Si angles are very similar, which may explain the origin
of such mixing.
To underscore our new approach for understanding the

Raman spectra of zeolites, we show all the computed Raman
spectra for the nine zeolites in Figure 5, which clearly shows
the trend in the main band in the 400−500 cm−1 region. Band
assignment by normal-mode analysis shows that each of these
main bands is associated with one or more 4-x-y tricyclic
bridges (see Table 1), where x and y vary with zeolite
structure. Figure 6 shows the correlation of Raman frequency
and Si−O−Si angle, with a correlation coefficient of 0.88 over
a broad range of angles (24°).

Two outliers are included in Figure 6 for illustration
purposes: a band for zeolite Si-ITW with a computed
frequency of 374 cm−1 and a band for Si-LTA at 318 cm−1.
Clearly neither of these points falls on the frequency-angle
correlation line. These apparent outliers make perfect sense
based on our notion of tricyclic bridges. All of the Raman
bands that fit the line involve individual 4-−x−y tricyclic
bridges or mixtures thereof, and as such represent a generalized
notion of 4MR systems. Instead of assigning Raman bands to
individual zeolite rings, we now assign Raman bands to
tricyclic bridges and group them together based on the smallest
ring in the tricyclic bridge. Figure 6 shows such a grouping for
4-−x−y tricyclic bridges, arising from our study of several
zeolites, all with 4MR. The outlier point for Si-ITW, assigned
to a 5−5−8 tricyclic bridge, is predicted to lie on a different
correlation line associated with 5-−x−y tricyclic bridges; we

Figure 5. Calculated Raman spectra of all nine zeolites.

Figure 6. Correlation between computed main-band Raman
frequency and Si−O−Si angle in simulation; the slope of the best-
fit line is −3.64 and the correlation coefficient (R2) is 0.88.
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will test that prediction in future work by studying a collection
of zeolites containing 5MR. Furthermore, the outlier point for
Si-LTA (6−6−8) is predicted to lie on a correlation line for 6-
−x−y tricyclic bridges obtained from studying zeolites with
6MR.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have engaged in an integrated synthesis, spectroscopy, and
periodic DFT modeling study which has shown that assigning
features present in the Raman spectra of zeolites to individual
rings is overly simplistic. Instead, the new notion of making
assignments based on tricyclic bridges is more robust. Such
structures are collections of three zeolite rings that have
common Si−O−Si (or more generally T-X-T′) bridges.
Tricyclic bridges are common elements of all zeolites and all
materials built from corner-sharing tetrahedra. By organizing
Raman bands according to the smallest ring of their assigned
tricyclic bridges, we have shown a strong correlation (for 4MR
systems) of Raman vibrational frequency and Si−O−Si angle.
This discovery will be particularly important for investigating

crystalline structures of zeolites affected by heteroatoms and
organic structure-directing agents, as well as the formation of
zeolite crystals from amorphous precursors. Despite the
intense effort to understand the fundamental structures
participating in zeolite crystallization, the lack of suitable
analytical techniques makes atomic-level characterization of
zeolite formation processes extremely challenging. Our
approach could be used to reinterpret the data of Suzuki et
al.,23 who collected Raman spectra of amorphous gels, in terms
of tricyclic bridges and T-O-T′ bond angles present during
zeolite formation. Overall, the findings reported herein
enhance our ability to use Raman spectroscopy as an analytical
tool for investigating zeolite structure and formation, using the
new concept of tricyclic bridges.
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